
 
 

Gil Medina [3D Artist] 312.402.1727 [specterbox.com] 

Experienced game artist fully committed to highest quality 3D art creation and optimization 
in an agile team production setting.  Passionate about all aspects of game art, specializing in 
character/creature development, organic digital sculpting, & texture/shader 
creation.  Recently relocated to Greater Los Angeles, love being part of a brilliant creative 
studio that benefits from my enthusiasm, team/goal centric approach, dedication, and 
continued grasp of latest/best practices in 3D Art creation for production. 

 

[Strengths & Technical Skills] 

Organic and hard surface 3D asset creation and optimization techniques for projects of varied 
scope and style. Hand Painted, PBR, VR workflows from high-res sculpts to clean game 
topology, unique and procedural maps, in engine asset import/management, node-based 
shader creation, as well as scene layout, lighting and post-processing in Unreal Engine 4.  

Intimate knowledge of Photoshop, Zbrush, 3dsMax, Maya, Substance Painter, 3D Coat, 
Perforce, RealityCapture, AfterEffects, and multiple 3rd party texture creation plug-ins, and 
standalone applications. Very comfortable with source control, in-engine asset import/ 
management, shader creation, scene layout, and lighting in Unreal Engine 4, layer/node 
based compositing, and photogrammetry workflow(capture/cleanup.)   

Native fluency in Spanish Language. 
  

[Professional Highlights] 

The Odd Gentlemen - PASADENA, CA 
2017/Present -  Lead 3D Artist 
 Joined team to help with multiple aspects of production including character/creature/prop 
game asset creation, scene layout/dressing and lighting for unannounced internal project, as 
well as collaboration with client studios such as Starburns Industries, illfonic, and Gun Media 
and the Friday the 13th game.  

Intimate collaboration with artists, designers, animators, composers, engineers on all aspects 
of game development. Maintaining overall project vision. Manage art team scheduling, art 



discussions and feedback. Lead efforts to quickly develop, support, and maintain art 
production pipelines per project needs. Provide art team with proper tools, and supporting 
material per task.  

 

WMS Gaming/Scientific Games - CHICAGO, IL 
2010/14 -  Senior 3D Artist 
Responsible for the creation of 3D characters, environments, and visual effects for both game 
cinematic attracts, and real time gaming on varied, high profile licensed titles such as Lord 
of the Rings: Return of the King, Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory, Beetlejuice, The 
Wizard of Oz, and more. 3D support to multiple in-house studios. Direct communication 
with art leads, designers, and engineers to ensure best approach, and highest quality assets 
delivered according to intent, and project specifications. 

 

Columbia College Chicago - CHICAGO, IL 
2009/10 – Lead Character Artist/Art Director for Senior Class Capstone Game Project. 
Responsible for providing art direction, formulating concepts, creating game ready 
characters, maintaining visual cohesiveness, directly communicating with producer and 
leads in other areas of development, managing team of artists and animators, and generally 
overseeing all aspects of artistic production process. 

 

[Education] 

Columbia College Chicago - CHICAGO, IL 
Bachelor's of Arts, Magna Cum Laude, May 2010. Interactive Arts & Media/Game Design: 
Art/Animation.  Cumulative GPA:3.8/4.0 Dean's List. 
 

Gnomon School of Visual Effects/Concept Design Academy - LOS ANGELES, CA 
Individual courses, workshops, seminars for continued development, 2015-Present. 

 

[Other Interests] 

Figure Drawing, Traditional sculpting, Historical Fiction, Table Tennis, Karaoke, 
Behavioral Science, Constructive Anatomy, Running, Game Theory, Cheez-Its 

 


